How to receive a WNA black belt.

We give you a great opportunity. You have visited our WNA-website already. Great! Now you want to show us your Nunchaku-do skills and you want to receive a WNA black belt for your efforts. Next you find our flowchart for this process.

1. You register yourself via this website to the WNA. Download the general registration form through menu WNA and submenu Registration. Fill in this registration form. Return this form to info@nunchaku.org by e-mail. Add a copy of your passport to the registration form. Do the yearly payment for membership fee by using the next information: EBAN/ SEPA number: NL26ABNA0413575985, BIC number: ABNANL2A, bank: ABN AMRO.

2. As a token that you are a serious practitioner you now are a member of the WNA. Your name will be listed as a member on this website. During your first visit to the Netherlands you receive your WNA passport.

3. Two years of registration are required before you can start the next steps. If you no longer pay the membership fee we will remove you from the membership list on this website. During this time you are able to demonstrate your progress through Youtube.

4. During these two years you report us what your needs are. You train the techniques that are required for first degree black belt. These are shown at the menu WNA and submenu Examination requirements. How these techniques need to be practiced you find at our Youtube channel. We redirect you through the Youtube logo at this website.

5. The WNA determines what and when you must show on Youtube. You have to post your movie on Youtube and send us an e-mail so we can see your progress. If you think you are ready for the exam you post your best movie on Youtube and send us an e-mail so we can judge if your level is equal to our first degree (or more) black belt standard. You pay the exam fee by using the next information: EBAN/ SEPA number: NL26ABNA0413575985, BIC number: ABNANL2A, bank: ABN AMRO.

6. The movie for Youtube must meet the following requirements:
   a. the exercises should be filmed from two sides (front and right side);
   b. the movie should be filmed in HD;
   c. the environment should be quiet;
   d. no music may be added;
   e. you have to name the technique you are going to show;
   f. you have to use a by the WNA recognized nunchaku.

7. The WNA international degree committee assesses the footage on Youtube. If it levels our requirements you are awarded and receive the first degree (or more) black belt. If it does not reach our requirements you receive feedback and a new date will be scheduled for a new movie on Youtube.

8. The WNA recognizes you level the level and sends you a diploma.

9. The WNA registers your graduation on this website.

10. Now you are a WNA Nunchaku-do master!
Black (1st Dan)
Graduation requirements for brown graduation, adjusted/complemented with:

- 7 percentage strikes: 100 x in 100 seconds, standard 95%. Techniques: 2nd downward strike, 2nd upward strike, 5th upward strike, 2nd variation strike, 4th variation strike, 5th sideward strike, and the 7th sideward strike